
GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE, MAHABUBABAD 

BEST PRACTICES 

  

  Best Practices(2018-19) 

1. Plantation greenery, Energy conservation   
2. Lights and fans are arranged in all classrooms and switched off when not required.  
3. AC facility is available in TSKC and computer labs.  
4. Energy saving awareness program has been initiated among the staff and students.   
5. The UPS Batteries are maintained in TSKC room.  

 

 Best Practices (2019-20)  

1. Plastic free campus-The institution strictly avoids using plastic on the campus to the extent  
possible students and staff are requested to use material other than plastic for drinking 
purpose. The college is planning to supply cloth bags in place of polythene bags for students 
free of cost. A pit is dug in the college campus for dumping plastic waste until decomposed.  

2. Safety and security to girl students- The college gives utmost priority to safety and security 
of girl  students. majority of  students in college are girls. They join the institution with 
confidence that  they will be taken care of. Owing to the assaults on women by uneducated, 
perverted and drug  addicted gangsters, the college is very particular about this practice.  

3. Free Coaching to students of Government Junior College in improving mother 
tongue(Telugu) -  The faculty after college working hours spare their valuable time to coach 
and guide students of  junior college in their mother tongue i.e., Telugu to give  confidence 
to speak Telugu fluently  because they must use it in their daily life and to complete their 
education successfully.  

Best Practices(2020-21) 

1. Mentor-mentee system is maintained.  
2. Honouring parents on National festival days who encourage their children to attend 

college regularly.   



Institutional best practices  
  

1. Free supply of study material 
  

The teaching faculty of the institution prepares study material in a simple and lucid way for the 
convenience of students enabling them to get through the examinations as well, as most of the 
students are first generation learners. Students are advised to make use of the material judiciously 
by learning and understanding a question a day as a means of preparing for the university 
examinations. Besides students take regular slip test and assignments for memorizing the material 
supplied.   
  
The department of English prepared work sheets of hand writings (calligraphy) English grammar 
write-ups and textbook question answers, letter writing, draft writing and precise writing tips and 
models. The prepared write-ups are provided to the students for practice and the faculty supervises 
them.   
  
The other departments (like, Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology) are also providing the study 
material to the students and preparing the students to face the examinations with confidence and 
readiness.   

  

2. Plantation   
  
Plantation forms the regular activity of the college. NSS wing of the college with the support of 
teachers and students conducts this activity. Saplings are planted on occasions like Harithaharam 
and events of national importance. A clean and green surrounding is the motto of the institute. 
Harithaharam is an official program conducted with the instructions of the state government. NSS 
volunteers with NSS coordinator, students and staff part take in this program. Saplings are supplied 
by the Department of Forest, and officials of the department attend the plantation program.    
  

3. Encouraging sports  
Some of faculty members have provided financial support to sportspersons (economically poor) of 
the institute to attend the tournaments.  
  

4. Other Programmes  
These programmes are conducted on regular basis. They include:   

• Usage of ICT in teaching  
• Conducting student seminars, student assignments, quiz- general & subject oriented by 

respective departments.  
• Organizing awareness programmes on cleanliness and personal hygiene.  
• Conducting clean and green programmes on regular basis to make the campus clean.  


